
Grazing Committee Meeting 

June 5th, 2023 

1:00 P.M. At the Lodge 

Members Present: Bill Bradbury, Tony Reum, Larry Kinsella, Sherri Williams, Jack Nystrom, 
Leon LaSalle 

Absent Members: Shawn Nystrom 

Guests: Lowell Alcock, Dick Granell, Keith Raty, Lou Hagner, Ray Kallenberger 

South Cross Fence: The Fence was originally proposed as a solution to disperse cows in the 
South end. A suggestion to install Spring Tanks first was brought up as the one Spring Tank 
installed last year had a big effect and didn’t take the cows long to adapt. After a brief 
conversation it was decided to identify a few locations for the Tanks. It was also noted that a 
few Tanks existing need repairs as well. The Taylor Roads second tank can be used in a 
different location as it is not currently in a good place. Motion made by Bill to put the South 
Cross Fence on hold and go with the other alternatives first starting with the Spring Tanks. 
Seconded by Tony. Motion Passed   

Haying: The committee went over the Hayers individually the results are as follows: 

Strauser: Area is looking good, will continue to Hay normal amount. 

Kallenberger: Gopher problem south along the Highway. Can Hay North Areas and Alkali Springs take what is 
viable. 

Dicks: Rotary Hill – gophers and badgers moved in, looks thin thought of alternating sides each year. Will not 
Hay let the area rest. 

Nystrom Shawn: down at the bottom looks decent, and the area by the cabins looks decent as well. Can Hay 
normal amount. 

Kinsella: Alkali Springs/ Lions- Looks good. Can Hay normal amount. 

Bradbury: Will not Hay this area. 

Nystrom Jack: Cuts flat- Can cut what they normally do but maybe a little less than normal. Will not cut the 
disk golf course this year. 

Motion passed to approve the Haying mentioned above. 

Park Board: Gophers on next year’s Agenda and possible dispersing Alfalfa seed. 

Next Meeting at the end of July to go over the Grazing Allotments.  

Meeting Adjourned 1:40 P.M. 

 



 

 

  

 

  

 

 

 




